Company Profile

China Airlines is the national carrier of Taiwan and officially a SKYTRAX 4 Star airline. China Airlines serves 107 destinations in 28 countries across Asia, Oceania, Europe and North America.

Australian passengers can fly direct four times weekly from Sydney and three times weekly from Brisbane, connecting all over the world. Also with three weekly flights between Brisbane and Auckland, China Airlines is the perfect choice to visit New Zealand and worldwide for leisure or business travel.

To discover China Airlines global network, please visit: http://www.china-airlines.com/ch/cinfs/eroutec.htm

SkyTeam member airline

China Airlines is the only Taiwanese airline in SkyTeam, the world's second largest airline alliance. Taipei's Taoyuan International Airport (TPE) has become a global SkyTeam hub offering seamless connections or a stopover destination.

China Airlines Dynasty flyer members can earn and redeem frequent flyer miles throughout the SkyTeam network and entitled to use over 490 member airline lounges worldwide.

China Airlines A330-300

The Exclusive Serenity of Dynasty Supreme Class
With a seating configuration of 2-2-2 seating configuration, Dynasty Supreme Class has a total of 30 seats. The shell-shaped seats have an extended pitch of 63 inches (160 cm) and are electrically controlled with large head rest, lumbar support, and variable-angle leg rest, together with comfortable 166-deg recline. The Audio Video on Demand (AVOD) in-flight entertainment system is on 10.4-inch touch-sensitive LCD screens and each seat has 110V laptop power outlets and satellite phones keep you in touch with business on the ground.

Experience the Joy of Flying in Newly Designed Economy Class
Economy class has a seating configuration of 2-4-2, with each Smart designed seat having multi-position headrests and lumbar supports. The seat pitch is 32 inches (81 cm) with a recline angle to 110 degrees. Each seat is equipped with satellite phone, vanity mirrors, coat hooks and storage compartments. Individual seat in-flight entertainment system of Audio Video on Demand (AVOD) is played on 6.5-inch touch-sensitive LCD screens with choices of movies, short features, music channels, CDs and video games.